Locating Permalinks: ProQuest Research Databases

1. Access an EBSCO database, like Social Science Premium Collection. Please note: you can browse the CCCOnline Library’s research databases for access to more than 10 additional ProQuest databases.
2. Enter your S# (s00000000).

3. Locate content by searching your topic or keywords.

Note: Do not use the address bar URL. This is not a permalink and will not take users back to the article or journal intended.
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4. After locating the content you’d like to use, select the title to open the result.

5. Select Abstract/Details tab.

Note: Do not use the address bar URL. This is not a permalink and will not take users back to the article or journal intended.
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6. Scroll below the Abstract, down to the Document URL

7. Select the document URL (permalink), copy it, and paste it into a news item, content, or discussion board in Brightspace. You may also include the document URL permalink in emails. No matter where it is placed, students will click the link, and enter their S#, and be taken directly to the content.

Note: Do not use the address bar URL. This is not a permalink and will not take users back to the article or journal intended.
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